
Dr. Kam Habibi Explains How Far Artificial
Intelligence Has Come
Artificial Intelligence is a staple of people’s everyday lives, but it’s gotten to this point through an
interesting, progressive journey.

SARASOTA, FL, UNITED STATES, June 22, 2018 /EINPresswire.com/ -- Artificial intelligence (AI) is an
advancement that has interlocked nearly every industry and moral faction in a heated debate.
The advancement of AI, most agree, has its upsides. However, depending on the industry, there
are a few reasons why artificial intelligence isn’t unanimously supported. For business, it’s an
ethics and jobs debate. For personal use, there’s always the question of when AI becomes too
intelligent. Also, when that happens, how will people know, and how can they protect
themselves? After all, people have allowed AI to infiltrate their homes. Thus, they “know”
everything there is to know about people. They are the intelligent fly on the wall. Or, are they?

Dr. Kam Habibi wants to set the record straight by explaining exactly how far artificial intelligence
has come. Even though AI is everywhere, Dr. Habibi ensures that the root of our fears is still light
years away.

Progression of AI

The progression of artificial intelligence seems to be swift. In a matter of a year or two, AI seems
to have taken over everything from business, to personal lives. For most, Siri and the subsequent
virtual assistants were the inciting points of the AI fascination.

Yet, Dr. Kam Habibi reveals that the progression of artificial intelligence started long before Siri.
In fact, one of the major breakthroughs in AI was the ability to play chess with a computer.
Responsive games and other technology followed but remained elusive. People liked the
technology and used it, but most didn’t equate it to robots or ethical dilemmas. After all, it would
be silly to think that the chess game on a 1996 Mac was going to take over the world.

However, with the rapid technological advances of AI, people are now starting to worry.
Fortunately, Dr. Habibi is certain that the idea of artificial intelligence reaching genuine
intelligence is just as silly.

Current AI

Dr. Habibi agrees with experts that state AI is merely following protocol. There is no “real”
intelligence at work. Everything that artificial intelligence can accomplish is a programmed
response. Even though artificial intelligence might seem vast and highly in depth, it only knows
what it’s programmed to know. It can’t do anything other than what humans tell it to do. It has
no greater capacity for learning and it can easily be amended, fixed, and even destroyed.

Future of AI

The future of AI is bright, however. Cars, more dynamic virtual assistance, and ‘smart’ technology
is on the horizon. Dr. Habibi believes that it will continue to infiltrate homes and workplaces
worldwide. However, Dr. Habibi does not believe that even the future of AI poses the threats that
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many people fear.

AI is only as intelligent as the people who create it and the purpose it’s created for. To create
anything else would be a miracle. If it’s even possible, humans are far from being able to
accomplish such a feat.

To close, Dr. Kam Habibi knows artificial intelligence has a plethora of possibilities. These
possibilities will only grow. However, Dr. Habibi is confident that continuing to progress AI’s
advancement isn’t going to affect humans negatively.
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